welcome back, how is everyone?

CKG opens program, welcome back, looking forward to capstone case, etc (Bob and Ann as backup)

show this slide to orient where we are; go back to full group discussion
after each group presents and we’ve discussed their “solutions” CKG opens, all presenters comment

get them to stop and reflect, give them a few minutes for each question to write something down, ask a few to share
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decide if we want to share this, or not; it would have to be the US version, and it may be too much work to get it in order.

again, getting them to synthesize content from the year, give them a few minutes to write in journals.

Bob: talking about the importance of each having an IDP; why and how of IDP.
If don’t you set a way to measure it and write it down, how will you know that you’re making progress?

Ann: bring up different types of mentors

Ann: importance as a leader to get strong mentoring going in their units; we have an online mentoring program if they’re interested

Other presenters chime in

and continue your own mentoring!
16 CKG: this is your path (onto the stunningly elegant conclusion 5 minutes)

17 our takeaway lessons for you

18 Manage for the good of the whole.
The only thing you get to change is you. How you do that can be powerful and build great leadership.

key takeaways, questions: alphabetical by first name (Sarah will send the list)
Thank you!
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